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ABSTRACT
The imminent advent of very large-scale optical sky surveys, such as Euclid and the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), makes it important to find efficient ways of discovering
rare objects such as strong gravitational lens systems, where a background object is multiply
gravitationally imaged by a foreground mass. As well as finding the lens systems, it is important
to reject false positives due to intrinsic structure in galaxies, and much work is in progress
with machine learning algorithms such as neural networks in order to achieve both these aims.
We present and discuss a support vector machine (SVM) algorithm which makes use of a
Gabor filter bank in order to provide learning criteria for separation of lenses and non-lenses,
and demonstrate using blind challenges that under certain circumstances, it is a particularly
efficient algorithm for rejecting false positives. We compare the SVM engine with a large-scale
human examination of 100 000 simulated lenses in a challenge data set, and also apply the
SVM method to survey images from the Kilo Degree Survey.

Key words: gravitational lensing: strong – methods: data analysis – methods: statistical –
surveys – galaxies: general.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The discovery of the first strong lens system, the twin object QSO
0957+561 (Walsh, Carswell & Weymann 1979), heralded a new line
of scientific inquiry. Strong lenses are systems in which the light
from a background object is deflected by a foreground galaxy or
group of galaxies, resulting in multiple images of the background
object. Study of the images gives unique information about the
distribution of matter in the deflector, independent of the light it
emits. This allows us to constrain galaxy mass models (e.g. Treu &
Koopmans 2002, 2003, 2004; Sonnenfeld et al. 2012, 2013, 2015),
dark matter sub-structure (e.g. Mao & Schneider 1998; Kochanek
& Dalal 2004; Metcalf & Madau 2001; Vegetti et al. 2012) and,
via the lensing of time-varying objects, the Hubble constant (e.g.
Refsdal 1964b; Kochanek & Schechter 2004; Suyu et al. 2014;
Goobar et al. 2016). The magnification effect of lensing also allows
us to use strong lenses as cosmic telescopes, enabling us to observe
otherwise unseen objects such as quasi-stellar object host galaxies
and radio-quiet quasars (e.g. Claeskens et al. 2006; Jackson 2011;
Jackson et al. 2015).

Lens systems are rare objects; typically, for every 1000–2000 ob-
jects at high redshift, one will be multiply imaged by a foreground
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deflector.1 Nevertheless, since the first lens system was found, sev-
eral hundred more have been discovered, and much work has been
done to use this population to convert the theoretical scientific
potential into results (see Treu 2010 for the most recent compre-
hensive review). However, while the number of known lens systems
is increasing, many scientific applications require special proper-
ties seen only in subsets of the sample. For example, the use of
lenses for cosmography, and in particular the determination of the
Hubble constant H0, requires a lens system with a variable source
(Refsdal 1964a), together with an extended distribution of lensed
flux in the image plane and, ideally, high-quality observations of
stellar kinematics (Suyu et al. 2016; Wong et al. 2017; Bonvin
et al. 2017). Constraints on the dark-energy equation of state param-
eter, w, require double-source plane lens systems (Collett et al. 2012;
Collett & Auger 2014), which occur still more rarely (once for ev-
ery few hundred ‘normal’ lens systems). In order to make progress,
therefore, increases of orders of magnitude in the sizes of lens sam-
ples are required.

The advent of a new era of astronomical observation will pro-
vide samples of lens systems orders of magnitudes larger than
those which already exist. The Square Kilometre Array (SKA,

1 The exact number depends on details of the source population; populations
with steep number counts, noticeably at sub-millimetre wavelengths, have
much higher lensing rates (e.g. Blain 1996).
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Rawlings & Schilizzi 2011), the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
(LSST, LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009) and the Euclid
telescope (Laureijs et al. 2011) will all see first light within the
next decade. These new surveys, designed to image large areas of
the sky with high sensitivity, will each observe billions of sources,
yielding a statistically robust sample of strong lenses for the first
time (McKean et al. 2015; Oguri & Marshall 2010).

Traditionally, detection of these rare objects has relied upon
visual inspection of survey data. The Cosmic Lens All Sky Sur-
vey (CLASS, Browne et al. 2003) found 22 confirmed lensed quasar
systems from an initial source sample of 16 503. The sample was re-
duced using a combination of repeated visual inspection by several
team members along with a figure of merit obtained by modelling
each source. More recently, visual inspections of the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) legacy programme investigations of the Cosmic
Evolution Survey (COSMOS) field have been used to find lens
systems, first by Faure et al. (2008) in a sample of ∼7000 ob-
jects. Subsequently, the whole COSMOS object sample of about
280 000 sources in the COSMOS field was reduced to 112 lens can-
didates and two new confirmed lenses by eye alone (Jackson 2008).
Although successful, visual inspection by a small team is time-
consuming, and becomes unfeasible in the case of future, much
larger, surveys, where billions of sources will be imaged.

One approach to address the time-consuming problem of the
lens-finding process has led to the SPACE WARPS project
(Marshall et al. 2015a; More et al. 2015). Developed by the creators
of the source-classification project Galaxy Zoo (Willett et al. 2013),
SPACE WARPS uses crowdsourcing via an online platform in
order to identify strong lens systems from legacy survey maps.
To date, a few tens of new candidates have been identified (More
et al. 2016) from large ground-based surveys such as the Canada–
France–Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey (CFHTLS).2 However,
the number of classifications made is still orders of magnitude be-
low that required for lens detection in the large surveys of the future.
At least some degree of automation is necessary if this goal is to
be met. It is also unknown to what degree classification by the
human eye is subject to bias against, for example, small-separation
lens systems. It would be useful to determine this bias and discover
whether sub-populations of lens systems are being missed.

Static computer algorithms have so far had some success in iden-
tifying lens candidates, both in simulations and from real data.
Marshall et al. (2009) devised a lens-modelling ‘robot’ that can
be applied to bright red galaxies to determine whether a lensed
source is present. The PCA lens finder (Joseph et al. 2014) first
uses principal component analysis to remove the lensing galaxy
before searching for lensed features using an island detection al-
gorithm. Application of the PCA finder to the CFHTLS found
109 new lens candidates. Ringfinder uses difference imaging to
detect blue residuals embedded in otherwise smooth red light dis-
tributions surrounding early-type galaxies (Gavazzi et al. 2014).
Arcfinder (Seidel & Bartelmann 2007) uses a pixel-grouping tech-
nique to find cluster-scale lensing events. The methods are informed
by scientific expertize – in this case that of the lensing phe-
nomenon – and judicious incorporation of this knowledge has so far
shown promise with application to real data sets (More et al. 2012;
Paraficz et al. 2016). However, prior knowledge could also lead to
bias in techniques; if the lensing populations are not fully under-
stood, then such approaches may miss potentially interesting lens
system objects.

2 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Science/CFHLS

Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) have permitted a
new generation of approaches to image recognition. At the time
of writing, a considerable number of applications of various types
of AI to astronomical images have been published, and more are
currently being developed. The application of convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNN) to galaxy classification has shown good re-
sults (Dieleman, Willett & Dambre 2015). CNN have since been
used (Petrillo et al. 2017) to find 56 lens candidates in the Kilo
Degree Survey (KiDS, de Jong et al. 2013) and the use of Gaus-
sian mixture modelling (Ostrovski et al. 2016) has been used to
discover a new lens system from multisurvey observations. Sup-
port vector machines (SVM) have been applied to several problems
within astronomy. Freed & Lee (2013) and Huertas-Company et al.
(2008, 2009) have used SVM algorithms to classify galaxy mor-
phologies, Romano, Aragon & Ding (2006) applied the technique
to supernova recognition and Peng et al. (2012) have used SVM to
develop a quasar candidate classification system. Previous success-
ful applications of SVM to the lens-finding problem are lacking in
the literature.

The AI approach is often a general one, particularly in the case
of CNN, where the algorithm can itself learn which features within
input data are important, with no need for prior scientific informa-
tion. By comparing results from human lens detection with those
from AI from the same, large, data set, this generality can help to
inform the human of lens system characteristics which have previ-
ously not been considered. The SVM method we have developed
is similarly general in its approach, with a feature set obtained by
the use of a Gabor filtering kernel, a popular choice within machine
learning image recognition methods and thought to mimic part of
the image processing functions of the mammalian brain (Jones &
Palmer 1987). While our method is more general than the static
algorithm approaches, it may still suffer from problems of bias;
with only a relatively small sample of observed lens systems avail-
able, training of the algorithm relies on simulation images, and will
therefore be dependent on the quality of the model used to derive
the training data set. In Section 2, we present the SVM method,
and describe its implementation and lens-finding performance on
test data sets. In Section 3, we describe its performance on a recent
public data challenge, and compare this with manual inspection. In
Section 4, we describe its application to recent observational sur-
veys, before presenting the conclusions and suggestions for further
development in Section 5.

2 SV M I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

An SVM is a supervised machine learning method, and as such
requires a set of labelled training data – a training set – in order
to learn a model. The model can then be used to make predictions
for new data. Provided that the new data are drawn from the same
distribution and that the classifier is properly regularized, an SVM
can make accurate predictions on new data, i.e. it will generalize.
In the case of lens finding, the problem is a binary one involving
two classes: images containing a lensed source and images without
a lensed source. In galaxy–galaxy lensing, extended lensed sources
typically appear as arc-like objects and sometimes complete rings,
while unresolved sources such as quasar cores appear as multiple
point sources. Our methods were developed using the SCIKIT-LEARN

and SCIKIT-IMAGE packages for PYTHON (Pedregosa et al. 2011; van
der Walt et al. 2014), which contain machine learning and image
processing libraries. The finder was trained and tested using four
3.3 GHz CPUs.
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Figure 1. The SVM projects two classes (filled and unfilled circles) of
training data samples as vectors xi,...,N into multidimensional space, before
defining a separating hyperplane. The solution is optimized by maximizing
the margin between the hyperplane and a set of support vectors (circled) on
the inner edge of each class. The problem is formulated using weight vector
w, bias b and class labels y = +1 and −1, such that a Lagrangian can be
used to maximize the margin. Optimization depends ultimately on only the
dot-products of the support vectors.

2.1 SVM

SVM classification is strongly rooted in statistical theory. Originally
developed by Vapnik (1979), the idea is to represent each training
image sample as a vector xi in multidimensional feature space.
Associated with each image is a label yi representing a class. In the
case of lens finding, the problem is a binary one and we define the
labels y = +1 and −1 for images which do and do not contain lensed
sources, respectively. We can then select a hyperplane with which to
separate classes (Fig. 1). Defining a weight vector w normal to the
hyperplane and a bias term b so that −b/‖w‖ is the perpendicular
distance from the origin, all points on the hyperplane must satisfy
the condition w · x + b = 0. We could solve the problem using one
of many possible separating hyperplanes, but we would like to find
the hyperplane which provides the best distinction between classes
in order to minimize generalization error when applying the model
to unseen data. To do this, we maximize the margin between the
hyperplane and each class. By ensuring that all training samples
satisfy the following constraints:

w · xi + b ≥ +1 for yi = +1 and

w · xi + b ≤ −1 for yi = −1, (1)

we can identify so-called support vectors at the inner edge of each
class which meet conditions w · x + b = +1 or w · x + b = −1.
Rearranging these conditions using the distance from the origin, the
size of the margin is found to be 2/‖w‖ and can be maximized by
selecting support vectors which minimize the term ‖w‖2.

The optimization is formulated in the Lagrangian

LP ≡ 1

2
‖w‖2 −

N∑
i=1

αiyi(xi · w + b) +
N∑

i=1

αi (2)

using Lagrange multipliers αi for each of N training samples. Setting
the gradient ∇LP to zero, we obtain solutions

w =
∑

i

αiyi xi (3)

Figure 2. Where a linear SVM model is unable to separate data classes, a
coordinate transformation φ can be used to transform each input vector into
higher dimensional space, where a separating hyperplane may be found,
defining a non-linear solution.

and∑
i

αiyi = 0, (4)

allowing us to reformulate the problem in the simpler form:

LD =
∑

i

αi − 1

2

∑
i,j

αiαj yiyj xi · xj . (5)

Lagrange multipliers αi ultimately form weighting coefficients rep-
resenting the contribution of each training sample xi to the solu-
tion; the support vectors are those samples where αi > 0. From
equation (5), it can be seen that optimization depends only on the
dot-products, xi · xj , of support vectors, resulting in a computation-
ally lightweight process even for very large data dimensionality. In
the non-separable case, soft margins can be used at the expense of
some misclassifications (Cortes & Vapnik 1995). The optimiza-
tion process is convex, producing a single, global solution and
avoiding the problem of local minima suffered by neural networks
(Burges 1998). After training, a prediction ŷ for an unseen data sam-
ple x′ can be made by evaluating w · x′ + b. Using the solution from
equation (3), our final classifier can be expressed as

ŷ =
∑

i

αiyi(xi · x′) + b. (6)

Further development of the method (Boser, Guyon &
Vapnik 1992) showed that if a coordinate transformation φ is ap-
plied to the input vectors, then SVM could be used to solve highly
non-linear problems (Fig. 2). Better still, Aizerman, Braverman
& Rozoner (1964) showed that the specific coordinate transfor-
mation required for successful classification does not need to be
known. Using a kernel function corresponding to the feature space
(Mercer 1909), and exploiting the method developed by Aronszajn
(1950) to represent kernels in linear spaces, the dot-product de-
pendence of the SVM permits the use of kernel function K, which
depends only on the dot-product of the transformed input vectors:

K(xi , xj ) = φ(xi) · φ(xj ). (7)
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Figure 3. Distributions of the Einstein radius of each lens (top) and of the
flux of each lensed image (bottom), within the simulated KiDS-based (red)
and Euclid-based (blue) training data provided by the Bologna Lens Factory.

This so-called ‘kernel trick’ can be used to train and test data in
higher dimensional space, in a similar amount of time as would be
taken in linear space, without the need to explicitly know the coor-
dinate transformation involved. The computational cost of training
a kernel-based SVM using N samples is typically between N2 to N3

(Bottou & Lin 2007). The kernel modifies the classifier defined in
equation (6) to become

ŷ =
N∑

i=1

αiyiK(xi , x′) + b. (8)

2.2 Mock data set

In order to train our SVM classifier, we used simulated data prod-
ucts from the Bologna Lens Factory.3 The simulated images are
produced using the lensing code GLAMER (Metcalf & Petkova 2014;
Petkova, Metcalf & Giocoli 2014), which performs ray tracing
within a halo catalogue extracted from the Millennium Simula-
tion and identifies all regions of strong lensing. Sources derived
from real galaxy images are then added to the simulations so that
they will be strongly lensed. For a detailed description of the pro-
duction of the simulations, see Metcalf et al. (in preparation). The
training data are provided as postage stamp cut-outs centred on im-
ages of either a galaxy with a lensed source or a galaxy with no
lensed source. No unresolved sources were lensed in the simulated
set, so lens morphology consists of arc-like objects, partial rings,
or complete rings surrounding a central lensing galaxy. Late-type,
spiral galaxies are underrepresented in the data products, with ellip-
ticals forming the majority of the lensing objects. An accompanying
ASCII file provides classification labels for all images, along with
values of the Einstein radius for all lenses. Data representing both the
Euclid survey and the KiDS are available, each simulated using the
corresponding point spread function and survey light-cones. Fig. 3

3 Data products are available for download at http://metcalf1.difa.
unibo.it/blf-portal/index.html (Database compiled by M. Meneghetti).

shows the Einstein radii and lensed source flux distributions of the
two training sets. The Euclid set currently contains mock images
using a single, visible (VIS), band, while the KiDS set contains the
four – g, r, i and u – bands used in the real survey.

2.3 Feature extraction

Most image recognition machine learning methods require a two-
step process. First, raw pixel values must be transformed into a set
of measurable features which represent the problem under investi-
gation. This is necessary in order to reduce variability arising from
random noise within images, ensuring that the model can generalize
to new data successfully. Once obtained, selected features are used
to train the SVM for classification. Reducing raw data to a smaller
set of features can also improve computational performance; for d
features, SVM training time increases as d2 for linear SVM. Manual
engineering of features can be a lengthy process, where a complex
parameter space must be explored. Expert knowledge of the problem
can be used to combine heuristic considerations with some automa-
tion to derive a set of informative and discriminating features. One
notable exception to a manual approach is in the application of
CNN, where feature learning is performed by the network itself.

In the case of galaxy–galaxy lens finding, we are interested in
discovering multiple, arc-like and ring-shaped objects in images.
We also know from observation and galaxy evolution theory that a
lensed source will usually appear as bluer in colour than its lensing
counterpart. Lensed galaxies are typically observed at an earlier
stage of evolution, where specific star formation rates are higher
and young, blue, stars dominate (Duncan et al. 2014). Observed
lensing galaxies, on the other hand, are typically large ellipticals,
where star formation has generally ceased and stellar remnants
and dust are observed as redder emissions. Selection effects may
contribute to a bias in these populations: larger lensing galaxies
will give rise to a greater lensing potential and a larger lensing
pattern, which could be more easily discoverable in surveys than
lensing by smaller blue spiral galaxies. Other anomalies include
the lensing of dusty star-forming spiral galaxies which can appear
red, especially if observed edge-on (Masters et al. 2010). We must,
therefore, be careful when using colour information that we do not
exclude interesting sub-populations from detection.

An ideal algorithm would not only find all lenses within a sam-
ple, but also provide reliable rejection of false positives. Sources of
false positives include spiral galaxies, which contain tangentially
oriented, blue structures in the form of spiral arms. In principle,
these can be distinguished by their multiplicity, and by their helical
rather than strictly tangential shape. A further source of false posi-
tives consists of polar ring galaxies (Whitmore et al. 1990; Moiseev
et al. 2011) which contain features easy to mistake for lensed back-
ground sources; a nearby example is the ring galaxy NGC 6028
(Wakamatsu 1990).

In order to reduce raw images to a set of consistently relevant
features, while at the same time preserving spatial localization and
colour information, we designed a bank of Gabor filters to trans-
form all bands of each image. (Gabor 1946) proposed the use of
‘harmonic oscillations modulated by a “probability pulse.”’ in order
to reduce temporal signals to a fixed number of elementary ‘quanta
of information’. Unlike Fourier methods, such a function could
combine separate global representations of time and frequency into
localized descriptions of both, enabling a new analysis of hear-
ing sensations and the compression of speech and music. In the
spatial domain, Gabor filters can correspondingly provide image
processing techniques for texture classification and edge detection
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Figure 4. Response of a set of Gabor filters (right) after convolution with
a polar-transformed image (middle) of an Einstein ring (left). The strongest
filter response is seen in the orientation perpendicular to the radial direction
and at the frequency most closely matching that of the ring.

Table 1. The response of each Gabor filter was measured by calcu-
lating the above statistics for each filtered image.

Mean μ1(x1, . . . , xN ) = 1
N

∑N
j=1 xj

Variance μ2(x1, . . . , xN ) = 1
N−1

∑N
j=1(xj − μ1)2

Skew μ3(x1, . . . , xN ) = 1
N

∑N
j=1

[
xj −μ1

μ2

]3

Kurtosis μ4(x1, . . . , xN ) =
{

1
N

∑N
j=1

[
xj −μ1

μ2

]4
}

Local energy Es(x1, . . . , xN ) = ∑N
j=1 x2

j

(e.g. Feichtinger & Strohmer 1998; Petkov & Kruizinga 1997). The
two-dimensional Gabor filter is composed of a Gaussian envelope
modified by a complex sinusoidal plane wave. For image recogni-
tion purposes, we discard the imaginary part of the function, which
corresponds only to a phase shift the frequency domain. We define
the real part as:

Gc[i, j ] = Be
− (i2+j2)

2σ2 cos

(
2π

λ
(i cos θ + j sin θ )

)
, (9)

where harmonic wavelength λ, Gaussian spread σ and orientation
θ define the operation performed on each point i, j in an image.

Marĉelja (1980) showed that a family of such filters could be
used to model the simple cells of the mammalian visual cortex.
Further neurophysiological research by Daugman (1985) found that
the parameters λ and σ are closely correlated and that, for simple
visual cells, the spatial frequency bandwidth determined by the
ratio σ/λ occupies only a limited range. In constructing our filter
bank, we chose to apply a similar bandwidth restriction to ensure
consistent localization in the frequency domain.

Before convolution with the filter set (see Fig. 4), we first applied
a polar transform to each image, aiming to exploit the edge-detection
ability of the Gabor function in order to pick out tangential compo-
nents typical of galaxy–galaxy lensing. With each image centred on
a galaxy, the origin is located at the centre of the image. The image
is then transformed by converting the two-dimensional Cartesian
coordinates, x and y, of individual pixels into polar coordinates, θ

and ρ. θ represents the counterclockwise angle in the x–y plane
measured in radians from the positive x-axis. ρ is the radius from
the origin to a point in the x–y plane and is limited to a value of half
the image width.

The generality of spatial information obtained from the filter set
allows the SVM model enough freedom to detect which features
define the problem best. The responses of the applied filters are
measured by calculating moments for each filtered image. Specifi-
cally, for the image pixel values x1, . . . , xN, we evaluate the follow-
ing statistical moments: mean, variance, skew, kurtosis and local
energy (see Table 1). These statistics form our final features on
which the SVM would train and classify. We perform standardiza-
tion on each feature, setting the mean to zero and the variance to

one. Without this scaling, features of higher variance may dominate
the final SVM model.

2.4 Feature selection and dimensionality reduction

The performance of a supervised machine learning model can be
assessed by evaluating the accuracy of the model on an unseen
test set of data. Using a unique set of data for testing ensures that
the model is learning features that are relevant to the classification
problem, rather than simply the features of the training data itself.
We can characterize the difference between training accuracy and
test accuracy and use this to understand how well the model will
generalize to new data. Structural risk minimization (Vapnik 1995)
evaluates the bound

test error = train error + f (N, h, p), (10)

where N is the number of samples in a training data set and h is the
measure of model complexity. Probability of this bound failing is
included as p. Increasing the number of training samples reduces
this bound; increasing model complexity results in a trade-off be-
tween training error and test error. The Vapnik–Chervonenkis (VC)
dimension provides measure of model complexity. It is defined as
the number of data points that a model can learn perfectly – or
‘shatter’ – for all possible assignments of labels. A model that can
shatter its data set is too complex; if it can learn any random associ-
ation of data points then generalization to unseen data will be poor
(Burges 1998).

For a linear SVM, a hyperplane model results in a VC dimension
of k + 1 for k dimensions; adding more features increases model
complexity and transformation into non-linear space will further
increase complexity. However, the maximum margin approach used
by the SVM ensures that the simplest model possible is used. There-
fore, we are free to use large numbers of features, provided we
have a correspondingly large training set and that proper regular-
ization is implemented. We used several methods to evaluate feature
importance and avoid overcomplexity.

2.4.1 Feature selection methods

Recursive feature selection is a brute-force technique which
uses weights assigned by a linear SVM to determine the im-
portance of features. Removing features of the lowest impor-
tance and iterating over this procedure can optimize results.
We found some improvement with this approach (see Fig. 5).
However, the method can be unstable; initial weights will, by
definition of the problem, be underoptimized, so feature im-
portance will be unreliable. The iterative procedure also risks
tuning the model to the specific data set with which features
were selected, and non-linear relationships are ignored. Results
obtained from this approach should be used with caution.

PCA determines covariant eigenvectors within a data set and
re-projects the whole data set in order of eigenvalues. Re-projecting
SVM features along directions of high covariance can remove
redundant and duplicated features. Re-projecting on to two- or three-
dimensional space allows for visualization of the feature space.
However, PCA considers only linear relationships, ignoring the
possibly non-linear nature of data structure. While we found in-
spection of the highest principle components useful in evaluating
feature importance, we found no improvement in accuracy when
using PCA to reduce the feature set; retaining non-linearities that can
be captured by an SVM is essential. Kernel PCA can apply a chosen
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Figure 5. Recursive elimination of features. Feature importance is evalu-
ated using weights assigned by a linear SVM. In each iteration, the feature
with the lowest importance is removed. Some improvement in classification
performance is seen, but the method can be unstable. Feature reduction may
not be necessary with a properly regularized SVM kernel and a large enough
training set.

kernel to the data before evaluating the projection of transformed
data on to principal components (Scholkopf, Smola & Müller 1999).
The selection of features could then be automated by using Multi-
ple Kernel Learning which can learn the best combination of PCA
kernels from a pre-determined set (Gonen & Alpaydin 2011). This
is rather computationally costly but is a potential avenue for future
work.

t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) can be
used as an alternative to PCA as a data visualization tool (van
der Maaten & Hinton 2008). t-SNE goes beyond straightforward
projection, embedding features into lower dimensional space while
preserving non-linear relationships by applying different transfor-
mations to different regions. The mapping is made by measur-
ing similarities between points in space, and using gradient de-
scent to minimize the Kullback–Leibler divergence (Kullback &
Leibler 1951; Kullback 1968) between joint probabilities of the
high-dimensional points and joint probabilities of the embedded
points. As a probabilistic method, t-SNE does not permit the map-
ping of new data on to the lower dimensions containing the embed-
ded data. Therefore, the output from t-SNE cannot be used directly,
but can be used as a visual guide to intuit the selection of fea-
tures. Fig. 6 shows a visualization of the features extracted from the
KiDS-based mock data set. A reasonable division between classes
is seen.

Our final feature selection approach involved sub-sampling the
feature set before applying selection algorithms. Such stability
selection methods evaluate feature importance within randomized
subsets before calculating an aggregate score for each feature. In
our investigations, we used the randomized Lasso method devel-
oped by Meinshausen & Buehlmann (2010). Lasso – least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator – is a regression analysis tech-
nique developed to improve the results of least-squares methods
by including a regularization parameter which can penalize over-
complexity. By assigning regression coefficients to each feature
and insisting that the sum of absolute coefficients remains less
than a fixed value, Lasso will force many coefficients to zero, re-
sulting in a sparse model with only a small number of features
achieving a non-zero coefficient (Tibshirani 1994). Lasso performs
well when applied to features of low mutual coherence, but be-
gins to fail in the case of correlated features, picking one at ran-
dom. Randomized Lasso tackles this problem by applying Lasso
to random subsets of features, iterating over the whole feature set

Figure 6. A visualization of the features extracted from the KiDS-based
mock data set. Individual data samples containing 1600 features have been
embedded into two-dimensional space using t-SNE. The values X0 and X1

represent combinations of features obtained by measuring similarities be-
tween points in space, and using gradient descent to minimize the Kullback–
Leibler divergence (Kullback & Leibler 1951; Kullback 1968) between joint
probabilities of the high-dimensional points and joint probabilities of the
embedded points. The mapping preserves non-linearities and displays some
separation between the class of images which contain lensed sources (open
circles) and the class without lensed sources (filled circles).

Table 2. Gabor filter sets are described. The filters used are defined by
both the frequency of the sinusoidal component and the rotation of the
kernel in the two-dimensional plane. A log distribution of frequencies was
used in order to capture more information from the low-frequency domain.
Frequencies ranged from a = 0.075 to b = 1.5. Rotations were spaced
linearly between 0 and π radians. Filters were applied to the single-band
images of the space-based data and to all four bands of the ground-based
data.

Rotation (radians) Frequencies (pixel−1)

Space
∑15

n=0
π
16 n

∑9
n=0 10 log10 a+(log10 b − log10 a/9) n

Ground
∑7

n=0
π
16 n

∑9
n=0 10 log10 a+(log10 b − log10 a/9) n

many times, counting the number of times a feature is selected.
While the method is again confined to the linear regime and can-
not detect important non-linear relationships, we found it useful
to gain general insight into the importance of different families
of features.

Using the randomized Lasso method, we evaluated feature im-
portance as a function of Gabor kernel frequency and as a function
of Gabor kernel orientation, as well as for each moment derived
from filter responses. We found that classifier performance favoured
Gabor frequencies of the order 0.1 pixel−1. We used a log series of
frequencies around this value in order to maximize signal response.
Predictably, rotation values which were roughly parallel to the θ

direction of the polar-transformed image were favoured. However,
other directions scored not significantly lower, highlighting the abil-
ity of the Gabor feature set to generalize well to other morphologies.
We found that the higher order moments, skew and kurtosis, derived
from filter responses were found to be of greater importance than
the mean and standard deviation.

After investigations using a combination of the above techniques,
we determined a final set of Gabor filters as summarized in Table 2.
The importance of different feature families is illustrated in
Fig. 7. We note that the feature space would benefit from exten-
sion into the lower frequency Gabor filter range. Since a lower
frequency results in a larger convolution kernel we were ulti-
mately limited by the processing speed of the modest equip-
ment used, but the use of more powerful machines would make
this feasible.
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Figure 7. Feature importance measured using a randomized Lasso regres-
sion to sub-sample the feature space. Scores reflect the number of times each
feature was selected by a sparse model. Arranged into families of Gabor fil-
ters, an interesting dependence on rotation is seen, where feature importance
peaks for angles not quite parallel to the tangential direction of the polar-
transformed image. A frequency dependence is also seen, and importance
extends further into the lower frequency domain than the computer used
for development would permit in a reasonable time interval; as frequency
decreases, the size of the convolution kernel increases. This parameter space
can be explored using a faster machine, writing in lower level languages,
or exploiting GPU computing. Higher order statistics are noted to be of
significant importance.

2.5 Kernel selection

We have chosen a feature set with the aim of balancing the ability
of the model to pick out important relationships in the training
data, while still generalizing well on unseen data. We can further
guard against poor generalization by using a large training set.
This problem can be thought of as one of bias versus variance.
A low – or misrepresented – number of features could result in
bias within the classifier. The model may be underfit, ignoring
relevant relationships between features and poorly representing the
problem. On the other hand, using insufficient samples to train
a classifier which is too complex will result in a high degree of
variance; the model will suffer from overfitting if it is too sensitive
to small fluctuations in the training data. SVM have an additional
protection against this bias-variance problem. By carefully tuning a
small group of regularization hyperparameters, the SVM can reduce
the bound on the risk (equation 10) and remain robust to overfitting
even when a very large feature set is used.

Selecting an appropriate kernel for an SVM is an impor-
tant first step. In our implementation, a linear kernel was un-
able to separate the data classes and non-linear kernels were
investigated. After experimentation, we chose a radial basis function
(RBF) kernel. Introduced by Smola, Schölkopf & Müller (1998)
while investigating the correspondence between support vectors
kernels and regularization operators, the Gaussian RBF kernel is
defined as

K(xi , xj ) = exp
(−γ ‖xi − xj‖2

)
, (11)

where γ = 1/2σ 2. The RBF kernel can map to an infinite number
of dimensions. We can use γ as a regularization hyperparameter
to control the influence of a single training sample on the rest of
the set. Overfitting can be avoided by reducing γ so that individual
support vectors are influenced by those within a greater radius (see
Fig. 8). Another hyperparameter, C, controls the trade-off between
misclassification of samples and the simplicity of the separating
hyperplane by constraining the weighting coefficient αi of each

Figure 8. Validation curves produced by varying the SVM kernel parame-
ters C (top) and γ (bottom). Classification performance of the finder is tested
on the training data set (red curves) and on a held-out, validation, set (blue
curves). Low values of both parameters result in underfitting of the model.
With increasing values, the model becomes more complex and scores for
the training set to begin diverge from those for the test set. Beyond optimal
values overfitting occurs and performance on the test set begins to fall.

training sample to 0 ≥ αi ≥ C; a large C will tend towards the
selection of a greater number of support vectors, resulting in a more
complex model and the risk of overfitting.

Brute-force optimization over the parameter space provides an
easy, if time-consuming, way to select the best kernel hyperparame-
ters. We used a grid search method to find the best ranges for values
of γ and C. Subsequent searches operate over the optimal regions
to increase granularity. The data classes remained inseparable un-
der the final model, but performance was improved over that of the
linear kernel.

2.6 Results

It is important to define some sensible metrics so that the success
of the model can be evaluated for the specific requirement of the
classification problem. A fully separable data set is the goal, and
achieving this would indicate that the problem has been solved.
In practice, however, classifiers are often unable to fully separate
the data, and success can be defined in various ways. Of particu-
lar interest is the trade-off between the purity of the results – that
is, how many of the positive classifications are correct – and the
completeness of the results – or how many of the positive samples
are correctly identified. In the case of lens finding, there are sci-
ence cases to be made for either leaning: statistical techniques may
require very large samples of lens systems at the cost of many false
positives, but science involving the observations and modelling of
individual lens systems can demand a high level of purity. In prac-
tice, high purity is needed within very large samples, otherwise
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Figure 9. Classification scores from application of the Gabor–SVM method
to unseen mock Euclid data (top) and unseen mock KiDS data (bottom). The
SVM represents individual data samples as vectors. A hyperplane separating
two classes is defined using training data to maximize the margin between
‘support vectors’ on the inner edge of each class. Scores represent the
distance of each individual unseen sample from the hyperplane.

candidate follow-up becomes a prohibitively expensive process. It
becomes necessary to preserve this scope so that evaluation with
respect to various applications can be considered.

In the non-separable case, the SVM is able to provide classifica-
tion scores for an unseen data set using the distance of each sample
from the separating hyperplane. A larger absolute score reflects a
greater confidence in the classification in the sample. Plotting these
scores, we can quickly see how well two classes of data have been
separated but values of purity and completeness will vary according
to which score threshold we choose (see Fig. 9). Using the labelled
test data and defining true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate
(FPR) as

TPR =
∑

true positives∑
true positives + ∑

false negatives
(12)

and

FPR =
∑

false positives∑
false positives + ∑

true negatives
, (13)

a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is created by plotting
TPR against FPR for increasing thresholds. The area under the curve
(AUC) provides a single measure of general performance of the
classifier.

We used 20 000 training samples each to train classifiers to find
lenses in KiDS observations and in Euclid observations. We per-
formed cross-validation, maximizing the use of the training data by
iterating over n folds; training was performed on n − 1 folds and
results tested on 1 held-out fold during each iteration. Final scores

Figure 10. ROC curves illustrate the trade-off between the ‘purity’
(1 − FPR) of a classifier and its ‘completeness’ (TPR). The AUC repre-
sents the overall performance and a perfect classifier will have an area of 1.
In testing, we found that the classifier based on multiband KiDS mock data
(bottom) performed better than the classifier based on single-band Euclid
mock data (top).

achieved were an AUC of 0.89 for the single-band Euclid data set
and 0.95 for the four-band KiDS data set (see Fig. 10). From this
difference and from tests using only single bands of the KiDS data
set, we conclude that colour information is important for successful
classification.

2.7 Data augmentation

Machine learning methods often include a data augmentation step
in order to increase the size of the training set (see e.g. Simard,
Steinkraus & Platt 2003; Yaeger, Lyon & Webb 1997). This may
be necessary when the training set is sparse, or when the technique
requires a very large sample of training data in order to generate
a successful model – as can be the case for CNN. The practice of
using label-preserving transformations to augment the training data
was investigated during our application of SVM to the lens-finding
problem.

Beginning with the original training set, we aim to exploit invari-
ances within the data by applying the following affine transforma-
tion to each image: rotation, inversion, shifting and scaling, as per
the work of Dieleman et al. (2015). We also apply a colour pertur-
bation as detailed by Krizhevsky, Sutskever & Hinton (2012). This
randomized process was applied to each image 10 times, ultimately
increasing the training data set by one order of magnitude.

Concerns about the vulnerability of this step to overfitting were
raised when it was observed that classification performance could
vary significantly depending on how the augmented training data
were used. During cross-validation, test results score significantly
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higher if the training and test data both include iterations of the
same original images, than when all 10 iterations of a single original
image are kept together. In the case of the former, it was concluded
that the newly generated images were not unique enough to avoid
the modelling of random noise rather than the intended classification
features. In the latter case, overfitting should not occur, but a lack
of uniqueness in the training set could lead to bias and underfitting
– and indeed cross-validation showed only a small improvement
compared with the original data set.

Subsequently, data augmentation has not been employed in our
SVM application. However, an augmentation procedure may yet
become a useful step if a more nuanced method of data transfor-
mation were to be used. For example, Simard et al. (2003) showed
that CNN classification of handwritten digits could be improved by
using elastic distortions in addition to affine transformations when
augmenting the original training data. Such a technique is depen-
dent on the inherent invariance of the data to elastic deformation
and maybe not suit the problem of lens classification, but is worth
exploration.

3 L E N S - F I N D I N G C H A L L E N G E

The lens-finding challenge (Metcalf et al. in preparation) was de-
vised in order to compare the ability of competing techniques to
find galaxy–galaxy lens systems in both the upcoming Euclid sur-
vey and in its ground-based counterpart, KiDS. The Euclid tele-
scope will observe from space at VIS and near-infrared frequencies.
With a field of view of 15 000 sq. deg., Euclid will image around
10 billion sources in order to use weak lensing to map the distribu-
tion of dark matter over time and constrain dark energy. Simulations
of the survey predict an observable strong lens incidence of 1 in 3000
sources, amounting to ∼300 000 lens systems within the whole sur-
vey (Laureijs et al. 2011). KiDS (de Jong et al. 2013) is an ongoing
survey which uses four optical bands to map the weak lensing shear
signal in 1500 sq. deg. of sky. Image quality improves on that of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey and observations have 2.5 mag greater
depth.

Organized by the Bologna Lens Factory, the lens-finding chal-
lenge ran for 10 weeks, during which time competitors could down-
load mock catalogues containing labelled images with and without
sources. Two data sets were simulated; a ‘space’ data set consist-
ing of single-colour images with similar resolution to Euclid, and
a ‘ground’ data set with resolution appropriate to a good terrestrial
site, but with four colours (U, G, R and I). Each test data set consisted
of 100 000 objects for blind classification, although a 20 000-object
catalogue was available in each case for training. The training cata-
logue was available throughout the challenge, but classification and
submission of results from the test data, in the form of a confidence
level for each object between 0 and 1, had to be achieved within a
48-h period after download.

3.1 Lens finding in the challenge data set with SVM

We used the Gabor–SVM method to make submissions for both
the ‘space’ and ‘ground’ challenge data sets. We converted SVM
outputs to a confidence score by calibrating training scores. Since
the relation of TPR to score tends to be a sigmoid distribution,
a sigmoid function can be fit to the training data to convert the
scores into probabilities. This so-called Platt scaling (Platt 1999)
is performed on held-out folds of the training data. A successful
calibration, when used in combination with a realistic simulated

Figure 11. Calibrated training scores from the lens-finding challenge, for
the single-band ‘space’ mock data set (top) and for the four band ground-
based data set (bottom). For the space-based set, the Gabor–SVM finder
shows a high level of confidence in classifying images which contain a
source, but is less confident about images without a source. For the ground-
based set, the method has improved confidence in classifying images without
sources. Colour information obtained using multiband observations appears
to be important.

training set, has the advantage that each score will accurately reflect
the probability of any one image being a lens or not; applied to real
data, a score of 0.75 should mean a 0.75 chance of an image being
a lens.

Fig. 11 reports calibrated training scores for both data sets
and illustrates the behaviour of the classifier. In both cases, the
method shows a high confidence in classifying images which con-
tain sources but is less confident in classifying images without
sources, particularly so for the single-band data. Areas under ROC
curves of 0.80 and 0.93 were achieved for the final application to
the challenge ‘space’ and ‘ground’ data sets, respectively. These
scores are lower than those recorded during testing, particularly for
the ‘space’ set. Here, a lack of generalization could be a problem,
despite the precautions taken to avoid overfitting. Alternatively, the
use of different light-cones between mock training and mock chal-
lenge data sets may have produced significantly different Einstein
radii distributions. The ‘ground’ set score is not significantly lower
than achieved during testing.

For each data set, training and application of the SVM to the
challenge data totalled under 24 h using a modest PC. The ‘ground’
challenge results emphasized the ability of the Gabor–SVM method
to maintain a high purity rate when classification scores are ordered
from highest to lowest, with the method winning in the category for
the highest number of correctly classified positive samples before
encountering any false positives (Metcalf et al. in preparation).
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Figure 12. Some of the ‘space’ challenge images examined by eye. The
image shows a typical 8×4 grid made from the challenge training set. In
this figure, true lenses are indicated by small black squares in the bottom
left hand corner of each image.

3.2 Lens finding in the challenge data set with visual
inspection

Future lens surveys with instruments such as Euclid will contain
hundreds of millions or billions of individual objects, far too many
for human inspection. However, the challenge data sets are still
within the capabilities of human classifiers (Jackson 2008; Marshall,
Lintott & Fletcher 2015b; More et al. 2016). We therefore undertook
inspection by eye of the 100 000 objects in each of the ‘space’ and
‘ground’ categories.

To achieve this inspection within the allowed 48 h, BIGEYE, a
PYTHON tool4 was written to allow efficient processing of large num-
bers of images. The most important part of the design is the colour
scaling of these images, in order to allow reliable identification
both of high surface brightness lensed features, and also of faint
arcs buried in diffuse emission from the lensing galaxy. This was
achieved by considering pixel values only in the inner ninth of each
image, in order to avoid being affected by bright nearby objects.
Within this inner region, pixel values were arranged in ascending
order and the bright burnout level of the colour table chosen as the
pixel value at a fixed percentile within this ordered list. In practice,
percentile values between 95 and 98 were useful, and the exact value
in each case was determined by optimization (by trial and error) of
areas under the ROC curve in the training set. An additional lower
limit, of approximately 10 times the noise level, was imposed on
this burnout level to cope with very faint images, where the noise in
the image became unduly distracting from the task of pattern recog-
nition. Images were then scaled between zero and the burnout level
using a square-root scaling, converted to red giant branch images if
the input data contained three or more colours, and assembled on a
grid with a user-definable number of images per grid, and written
to binary data files using NUMERICAL PYTHON for fast access by the
observer. Fig. 12 shows an example image grid. For this challenge,
we used only G, R and I bands for three-colour reproduction, due
to the much greater noise in the U images.

The script allows the user to interact with the gridded images
using the WIDGETS library within MATPLOTLIB. Positions and keys of
cursor hits are recorded in a file which contains a record of the
image name, together with the corresponding cursor keys. For this
purpose, we used numbers from 0 to 4 to represent degrees of

4 Available on https://www.github.com/nealjackson/bigeye. The program
also uses the img_scale routine, written by Min-Su Shin and
available on http://dept.astro.lsa.umich.edu/˜msshin/science/code/Python_
fits_image/img_scale.py.

Table 3. Classification statistics for the eyeball examination of the ‘space’
and ‘ground’ lens samples. Lenses are classified from 0 (no evidence of
lensing) to 4 (virtually certain lens). Results from both evaluators have been
combined. A perfect classification would have a classification of 4 for all
lenses and 0 for all non-lenses in each case.

0 1 2 3 4

Space, lenses 13 293 8370 4281 3308 10 723
Space, non-lenses 53 384 6321 251 51 18
Ground, lenses 8374 7288 4637 4000 25 636
Ground, non-lenses 42 159 5730 1172 539 465

confidence ranging from 0 (no evidence of lensing) to 4 (certain
lens); no cursor record was automatically regarded as equivalent
to 0 on this scale. It is also possible to change the colour-scale
interactively on this plot by altering the burnout level downwards,
in order to see faint arc emission in galaxies.

Inspection of the images was done by two of the authors, NJ
and AT, over the 48-h period for each of the two challenge data
sets (‘space’ and ‘ground’). A rate of ∼5000 images per hour,
with 70 000 inspected images (NJ) and ∼2500 images per hour,
with 30 000 images (AT) was achieved; we can thus evaluate any
possible advantage of more careful inspection, as well as comparing
the results to machine learning outputs. In practice, the area under
the ROC curve was almost indistinguishable for both data sets,
with values of 0.800 and 0.812 obtained for the ‘space’ challenge,
respectively, and 0.891 and 0.884 for the ‘ground’ challenge.

In Table 3, we show the detailed results of the by-eye inspections.
In general, the FPR corresponding to the highest confidence lens
identification of images which are not lenses is quite low – gener-
ally between 0.1 per cent and 0.3 per cent. The much higher rate of
false positives in the ground-based data (∼2 per cent) can be traced
to an image which occurs repeatedly throughout the simulated data
set and consists of two very similar objects arranged symmetri-
cally about the central galaxy in a possible lens configuration. One
observer classified these objects as generally with a classification of
2 (thereby obtaining a 0.3 per cent FPR), the other generally with a
classification of 4.

3.3 Comparison of SVM and visual inspection

The large sample of challenge mock images allows for a useful
study of the bias of competing methods. Of particular interest is
the comparison of the performance of automated methods with the
performance of visual inspection, which has historically been seen
as the most reliable way of finding lens candidates for follow-up
observation. Recent lens-finding applications also detail the use
of the eye as a final classification pass after application of auto-
mated methods to large surveys, and the SPACE WARPS project
is performed exclusively by eye. In Fig. 13, we examine samples
which received contradictory classifications by the Gabor–SVM
and visual-inspection methods. For both the ‘space’ and ‘ground’
challenge sets, we identify the images which received the highest
scores from one method but the lowest scores from the other method
and divide these groups into those containing a mock lens system
(positive samples) and those which do not contain a lens system
(negative samples).

We find that the Gabor–SVM method misses some positive sam-
ples which to the eye are very obviously lens systems. Part of this
failure is due to the large radii of some lens images cut-off by
the polar transformation, which extends only to the radius of the
length of half the image width. This can easily be remedied in
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Figure 13. Comparison of classification disagreements made between the SVM method and the visual-inspection method using (top two rows) the same
space-based mock lens system candidates and (bottom two rows) ground-based candidates. In each case, the left-hand panel (four images) shows the SVM
false negatives with the lowest assigned probability, for which the eyeball search gives a firm lens identification. The second panel shows the visual-inspection
false negatives with the highest (most likely lens) SVM classification. The third panel shows the SVM false positives with the highest lens probability, which
are rejected by eye. The final panel shows the worst visual-inspection false positives, which have low lens probabilities using SVM.

future applications. The method also misses some faint rings and
some rings corrupted by masks. The population of lenses identified
by the Gabor–SVM method but missed by eye is dominated by
small-radii lens systems. Observations of this subset may be dif-
ficult to observe and model – higher resolutions would be re-
quired for detailed imaging of both the lensing pattern to study
the gravitational potential, and for the lensing galaxy itself, so that
information from stellar velocities can be used to break the so-
called mass–sheet degeneracy (Schneider & Sluse 2013; Schnei-
der 2014). Yet, as simulations have shown, the radii missed by eye
form the bulk of lensing systems – with the peak in radii distribution
expected to occur at around 1 arcsec (Collett 2015). Therefore, if we
are to detect the predicted lensing rate of 1 in >1000 sources within
the Euclid data set, detecting the population of small systems will
be important. Furthermore, by ensuring that the parameter space
is kept as open as possible, we will be more likely to find exotic
compound lenses (e.g. Sonnenfeld et al. 2012) which could prove
more robust to degeneracy problems (Collett et al. 2012). Fig. 14
illustrates the performance of the respective methods with increas-
ing maximum Einstein radius. The Gabor–SVM method displays
the potential to recover systems outside the historical constraints
of visual inspection, potentially probing populations which have
been discounted in previous detection criteria. However, since vi-
sual inspection as a follow-up method would be redundant in
such cases, a high confidence in the automated method would
be required.

Of the negative samples, the eye is successful in ruling out tan-
gential components or diffuse, blue, face-on spiral galaxies that the
Gabor–SVM falsely classifies as positive. These objects are likely to
be a significant problem for real survey lens finding where such ob-
jects will feature much more commonly than in the challenge mock
data sets. Future automated methods will benefit from training sam-
ples which include high numbers of such objects in order for a
classifier to successfully learn these distinctions. Human-classified

Figure 14. AUC scores for both the Gabor–SVM and visual-inspection
methods are plotted against increasing maximum Einstein radii of lensing
sources. Visual-inspection performs better at the higher radii, where con-
taminants such as spiral galaxies, which were not well represented in the
training data, become a problem for the SVM. At low radii, where the bulk
of the lensing population is expected to be found, the SVM method is more
successful.

false positives which the Gabor–SVM method discounts are largely
those which mimic multipoint source lenses.

4 A PPLI CATI ON TO R EAL DATA

After using the ground-based mock data set from the Bologna Lens
Factory to obtain a trained model, we have applied our classifier
to real ground-based data using the same bands from the KiDS
survey. We downloaded images from the third KiDS data release,
made publicly available by the European Southern Observatory5

5 http://kids.strw.leidenuniv.nl/DR3
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Figure 15. Classification scores expressed as probabilities for all objects
selected from the KiDS catalogue. The overall distribution is greatly skewed
towards the high end and the sum of all probabilities predicts that approxi-
mately half of all objects should contain lensed sources. Since the probability
calibration was previously able to make successful predictions of total lensed
source counts for unseen challenge data, we assume that the exaggeration
here is due to the real KiDS images containing many more contaminating
features than the mock data set used for calibration. Improvement to both
the classification performance and the calibration of scores should be seen
by using a training set which contains a more representative distribution of
contaminants such as spiral galaxies and multiple background sources.

(de Jong et al. 2015). Data are provided in the form of FITS files
and accompanying source catalogues compiled using SEXTRACTOR.
Image resolution is 0.2 arcsec pixel−1 and limiting magnitudes are
u = 24.8, g = 25.4, r = 25.2 and i = 24.2 (for 5σ 2 arcsec AB),
with exposure times chosen to provide a sample with median red-
shift 0.7. The whole survey will ultimately cover 750 sq. deg. each
in the Northern and Southern skies. In order to assemble a sample
of objects for classification, we used the accompanying catalogues
to select all objects which matched several criteria. To remove stars
from the sample, we selected objects for which the catalogue pa-
rameter CLASS_STAR < 0.8. Spiral galaxies, relatively blue in
colour and featuring arc-like extensions, share a similar morphol-
ogy to lens patterns. Since spirals were not common in our training
set our model will lack the ability to distinguish between lensed
arcs and contaminating objects such a spiral arms. To reduce the
occurrence of spiral galaxies we made a colour cut of g − i > 1,
an ellipticity cut of A/B < 3 and a magnitude cut of r < 22. Our
remaining sample totalled 1011 403 objects to which our finder was
applied.

The distribution of classification scores obtained from the sample
shows an overall bias towards positive classification (see Fig. 15);
since the scores have been calibrated as probabilities (see Section
3.1), the sum of all scores should represent the expected observed
lensing incidence of the order 0.001. In practice, the scores from
this sample sum to around 0.5. The discrepancy highlights the need
for training samples to include more contaminating objects such as
spiral galaxies and multiple objects, which, here, have contributed
to an apparent high incidence of strong lens systems.

Since the score calibration cannot be used to provide direct prob-
abilities in this case, for our final classification step, we simply
ranked images by scores and used our multi-image display tool
BIGEYE (Section 3.2) to visually inspect the highest scoring 10 000
images. At a rate of 1 per cent of the total sample, this amount of
inspection will be unfeasible for larger surveys containing billions
of sources. Within this set, we found a high proportion of early-type
spirals – blue arms surrounding whiter cores – confused with the

Figure 16. A selection of five of our lens candidates found in the KiDS
third data release (see Appendix A). The candidates were obtained after
visual inspection of the 10 000 highest scoring objects from application of
our Gabor–SVM lens finder to a total of 1011 403 catalogue entries. The
bottom right image shows a ‘smoke ring’ galaxy, possibly the result of a
collision with its compact neighbour.

arcs of a lens system, as expected. We saved 1000 promising ob-
jects for further inspection, of which we expect polar ring galaxies
and spirals – particularly type 2a spirals, where a relatively bright
nucleus and tightly wound arms is often difficult to distinguish from
a lens by eye – to form a proportion. In Appendix A, we present
213 objects found in the KiDS third data release which range from
possibly to very likely lenses. Fig. 16 displays in greater detail five
of the lens candidates we have found. The finder shows the abil-
ity to detect lens systems of varying morphology, with two very
promising four-object lensed quasar candidates and several possi-
ble double-object lensed quasars residing among the sample of ring-
and arc-like objects.

Among the highest 10 000 scoring candidates, we found a ‘smoke
ring’ galaxy, characterized by a ring of star-forming material with no
obvious nucleus (see Fig. 16). Empty rings are thought to form when
a compact galaxy collides with a large gas-rich system, producing
a density wave which radiates material outwards and triggers the
ring of star formation (see Appleton & Struck-Marcell 1996 for a
review of collisional galaxies and Madore, Nelson & Petrillo 2009
for a more recently collated atlas). The object we have found is
not perfectly elliptical and its apparent wholeness could also be the
result of the projection of a chance alignment of distorted spherical
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Figure 17. Some of the objects classified as lens candidates by the CNN
method of Petrillo et al. (2017), which received a high score (>0.9) from
our method.

arms. A region of redder material embedded within the blue hints
at the remains of a nucleus. An elliptical companion is located
8 arcsec away on the sky. The KiDS catalogue provides photometric
redshifts calculated using BPZ: a Bayesian redshift calculator which
incorporates priors in the form of object type and brightness to
obtain a likelihood function (see Benı́tez 2000 for application of
BPZ to HST data). The catalogue lists two entries for the ring,
which has been detected as separate components by SEXTRACTOR

during the catalogue compilation. The redshifts of these two entries
are 0.43 and 1.14. ‘ODDS’ of the values being correct to within

z = 0.1 are 0.806 and 0.441. The redshift of the nearby elliptical
galaxy is reported as 0.45, with an ‘ODDS’ value of 0.999. Given
the problems with redshift measurement of the ring, it is possible
that its redshift and the redshift of the elliptical object are similar
enough to indicate an interacting pair and that the empty ring is a
result of a collision with the compact elliptical. The system could
provide a useful study of the merger stages of galaxy evolution
and of dark matter dynamics of galaxy collisions. The discovery
also highlights the potential ability of the Gabor–SVM method to
discover ‘dark lenses’ and other exotic objects.

Our comparison of visual-inspection methods with the Gabor–
SVM technique (Section 3.3) showed that there will be a significant
number of lens systems which may be detected by machine but
not by eye. Knowing this, our final step of visual inspection of
the KiDS data is unsatisfactory in terms of completeness of the
lensed population, but this is unavoidable at this stage. With ever-
more realistic training sets and further developments to the method,
we would hope that the machine would be able ultimately to iden-
tify with a high confidence those systems which are undetectable
by eye.

4.1 Comparison with CNN finder

Petrillo et al. (2017) have previously applied a CNN to the same
survey data to find 56 new lens candidates, 22 of which show
morphological consistency with Einstein radii expected from lens
masses estimated using velocity dispersions. The CNN finder was
trained using an augmented sample of luminous red galaxies (LRG)
and contaminants from the KiDS data set, along with simulated
lensed sources. It was applied to a total of 21 789 KiDS LRGs
obtained using a colour–magnitude selection. Of the candidates
presented, we find five objects which obtain a score greater than
0.9 using the Gabor–SVM finder (see Fig. 17 for examples). The
CNN finder was developed and trained to find LRG lens systems
specifically, whereas the SVM–Gabor finder uses a different and
broader subset of training galaxy types. A more direct comparison
using the same set of training data to classify the same set of survey
objects would be interesting.

5 D I SCUSSI ON

We have developed an automatic classifier which uses a novel ap-
plication of machine learning and image processing methods to
identify galaxy–galaxy scale strong gravitational lens systems in
large data sets. We trained and tested an SVM using two mock
data sets produced by the Bologna Lens Factory. One set contained
images representing the VIS band of the upcoming Euclid survey,
while the other contained four image bands representing the KiDS.
Input to the SVM is in the form of statistics derived from the ap-
plication of a Gabor filter bank to polar-transformed postage stamp
images centred on sources. We paid particular attention to both the
selection of training features and to the regularization of the SVM
kernel so that the model will generalize well to new data sets. The
method has shown promise both in testing during the lens-finding
challenge, where it achieved first place in the ‘ground’ challenge
in the category of false positive rejection (Metcalf et al. in prepa-
ration), and in application to real data from the third release of
the KiDS, where we have found a large selection of possible lens
candidates suitable for follow-up study. Of particular interest is the
ability of the finder to retain a high level of purity; when applied to
future survey catalogues containing billions of sources, the ability
to avoid false positives will be essential.

Obtaining a good set of input features for the SVM is not a
trivial task. The use of Gabor filters to provide a generalized ap-
proach to feature extraction was inspired by current advances in
the field of computer vision, and has proved promising. Filter con-
volution was the most intensive step of image processing and the
time dependence on filter kernel size prevented extension into the
low-frequency filter domain, where signal appears to be important.
Implementation using a more powerful machine would allow for
this and should further improve classification performance. There
is also an undesirable dependence of the signal of the Gabor filter
on the average pixel value of an image due to a non-zero DC re-
sponse. This could be removed by using log-Gabor filters which use
a logarithmic frequency response to avoid this problem (see Zhitao
et al. 2002). Further investigation into filter choice and statistical
representation is expected to improve the SVM technique.

A CNN has the advantage that the method itself learns which fea-
tures are of most importance for successful classification, allowing
for the extraction of abstract feature sets which describe the problem
well, without the need for human intervention. Several examples of
successful CNN application to classification problems can be found
in the literature. However, in the case of lens finding, we are con-
cerned with classifying rare objects, and the ability of the SVM
technique to reject false positives becomes particularly important.
The results of the lens-finding challenge indicate the potential suc-
cess of hybrid methods, where CNN are used to provide features for
SVM classification. The purity advantage of the SVM may be due
to the deterministic nature of the classification model obtained by
maximizing the margin between classes: a well-regularized model
will be unlikely to permit false classifications near the extremes of
each class. Neural networks, on the other hand, use a probabilis-
tic combination of hypotheses, which can in some cases provide
robust generalization to new data sets but also possesses inherent
randomness, possibly leading to a small but significant distribution
of falsely classified samples at the extremes (see Feng et al. 2016
for an investigation into the robustness of deep learning methods).

We predict significant improvements to the performance of the
Gabor–SVM finder with the provision of increasingly realistic train-
ing samples. Training images containing representative incidences
of polar ring and spiral galaxies, as well as general background
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sources, will further reduce the number of false positives. We note
the importance of colour information for the success of the classi-
fier. Results in testing showed a better performance on multiband
rather than single-band mock data sets. We expect improvements
in the classification of data sets representing the Euclid survey with
addition of mock data samples representing the three low-resolution
bands (J, H and Y) of the Near-Infrared Spectrometry and Photom-
etry instrument to the mock VIS-band data.

The comparison of results using the Gabor–SVM classifier versus
visual inspection has highlighted the significant statistical difference
between samples of lens systems found by the respective methods.
Simulations predict that systems with small (<1 arcsec) Einstein
radii form the bulk of lensing incidents on the sky. Systems of this
size are found by our machine learning method but are difficult
to detect by eye without very careful subtraction of the potential
lensing galaxy. Without a high level of detection confidence, follow-
up observations would be difficult. With increasingly representative
training data and further development to the method, our classifier
shows potential to confidently classify this population of objects.
This could significantly increase the overall potential number of lens
systems available for statistical investigation of galaxy evolution,
structure formation and cosmology.

Our method can be easily adapted to other large survey instru-
ments such as the LSST and, at radio frequencies, the SKA. Further
modification could be made for radio interferometer survey data by
using a set of features derived from the u–v plane as input to the
SVM.
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APPENDI X A : LENS SYSTEMS CANDI DATES
F RO M T H E K I D S SU RV E Y

Here, we present a selection of potential lens candidates found by
application of the Gabor–SVM finder to the third data release from
the KiDS.
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Figure A1. A selection of the highest scoring lens candidates from application of the Gabor–SVM finder to the third data release from the KiDS. Images are
100 pixels wide with a resolution of 0.2 arcsec pixel−1.
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Figure A2. A selection of the highest scoring lens candidates from application of the Gabor–SVM finder to the third data release from the KiDS. Images are
100 pixels wide with a resolution of 0.2 arcsec pixel−1.
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Figure A3. A selection of the highest scoring lens candidates from application of the Gabor–SVM finder to the third data release from the KiDS. Images are
100 pixels wide with a resolution of 0.2 arcsec pixel−1.
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Figure A4. A selection of the highest scoring lens candidates from application of the Gabor–SVM finder to the third data release from the KiDS. Images are
100 pixels wide with a resolution of 0.2 arcsec pixel−1.
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Figure A5. A selection of the highest scoring lens candidates from application of the Gabor–SVM finder to the third data release from the KiDS. Images are
100 pixels wide with a resolution of 0.2 arcsec pixel−1.
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